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Josephson effect in a weak link between borocarbides
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A stationary Josephson effect is analyzed theoretically for a weak link between borocarbide
superconductors. It is shown that different models of the order parameter result in qualitatively
different current-phase relations. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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Determination of the symmetry of the order parameteD
in novel unconventional superconductors is important for
development of modern physics of superconductivity
cause the dependence ofD~k! on the direction of the electron
wave vectork on the Fermi surface determines all of th
kinetic and thermodynamic characteristics of the superc
ductor. Calculation of the order parameterD~k! is a funda-
mental problem and requires knowledge of the pairing
tential. Some general information aboutD~k! can be obtained
from the symmetry of a normal state, i.e., according to
Landau theory of second-order phase transitions,1 the order
parameter transforms only accoding to irreducible repres
tations of the symmetry group of the normal state~for re-
view, see Ref. 2!. Nevertheless, symmetry considerations
serve for the order parameter considerable freedom in
selection of irreducible representation and its basis functio
Therefore, in many papers the authors consider differ
models of the order parameter based on possible repres
tions of the crystallographic point groups. A subsequent co
parison of the theoretical results with the experimental d
makes it possible to choose between available models o
order parameter. The Josephson effect in superconduc
weak links is one of the most suitable instruments for inv
tigation of the symmetry ofD~k!. It has heen shown, fo
example, that current-phase relationsj J(w) in unconven-
tional superconductors are quite different for different mo
els of D~k!, and hence the study of the Josephson eff
enables one to judge the applicability of different models
the novel superconductors.3

Borocarbides, such as YNi2B2C and LuNi2B2C, exhibit
unconventional superconductivity. There is strong evide
that in these materials the order parameter is hig
anisotropic.4 The order parameter in these compounds
fourfold symmetry, and there are deep minima along
@100# and @010# directions.4,5 Both the symmetry of the bo
rocarbide crystal structure and the experimental results h
allowed the authors of Refs. 6 to suggest ans1g-wave
model of the order parameter to describe the supercondu
ity in the borocarbides:

D5Ds2Dg sin4 q cos 4w[
D0

2
~g2sin4 q cos 4w!, ~1!

where q and w are the polar and azimuthal angles of t
electron wave vectork; Ds andDg are thes andg compo-
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nents of the order parameter, andD05D0(T) describes the
temperature-dependent amplitude value of the order par
eter.

The parameterg5Ds /Dg is the key value here. Ifg
,1, then the order parameterD~q,w! is a alternating-sign
quantity, which means that some reflected trajectories ex
rience an intrinsic phase difference. This results in supp
sion of the order parameter in the vicinity of the interfa
between two superconductors, similar to what is known
contacts between twod-wave superconductors~see Ref. 7
and references therein!, and in this case the non-sel
consistent calculation, presented below, can be justified
weak links in the form of both point contacts and pla
boundaries between two banks. Another consequence o
intrinsic phase difference is the appearance of the spont
ous phase difference~which means that at equilibrium, whe
j J50 andd jJ /df.0, the phase difference is not zero:f
5f0Þ0) and the spontaneous interface current at equi
rium atf5f0 ~which is demonstrated below!. If g>1, then
the order parameter is not an alternating-sign quan
D(q,w)>0, and the non-self-consistent calculation can o
be justified for a weak link in the form of a point contact.
this case at the contact there is also the component of
current along the interface due to the anisotropy of the or
parameter. However this current is not spontaneous, wh
means that at equilibrium atf50 both the Josephson an
interface current components are equal to zero.

In what follows we study the stationary Josephson eff
in the weak link between two borocarbides, described by
s1g-wave model~1! of the order parameter, and compa
the results with the Josephson current betweend-wave su-
perconductors (D5D0 sin 2w). We consider a perfect contac
between two clean, differently oriented superconductors.
external order parameter phase differencef is assumed to
drop at the interface planex50. The theoretical description
of the Josephson effect is based on the Eilenberger equa
as was described, for example, in Refs. 7. The standard
cedure of matching the solutions of the bulk Eilenberg
equations at the boundary gives the Matsubara Green’s f

tion Ĝv(0) at the contact atx50.7 The componentĜv
11(0)

[gv(0) of Ĝv(0) determines the current density at th
boundary:
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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j ux5052 j D4p (
v.0

^k̂ Im g~0!& k̂ , j D5ueuN0vFD0 ~2!

Im g~0!52sign~kx!
DLDR sinf

VLVR1vn
21DLDR cosf

, ~3!

whereN0 is the density of states at the Fermi level,^...& k̂
denotes averaging over the directions of Fermi wave ve
k, k̂5k/k is the unit vector in the direction ofk, vn

5pT(2n11) are Matsubara frequencies,DL,R stands for
the order parameter in the left~right! bank, and VL,R

5Avn
21DL,R

2 .
Making use of Eqs.~2! and~3!, we numerically plot the

current-phase relations for two components of the currenj x

~through the contact! and j y ~along the contact!. We assume
that thec axes of the left and right superconducting ban
are directed along thez axis, that thea andb axes of the left
superconductor are directed along thex andy axes, and that
the ab basal plane of the right superconductor is rotated
an anglea with respect to the left superconductor. In Fig.
the current through the contact~Josephson current! is plotted
versus the phase difference for bothd-wave ands1g-wave
models of the order parameter for low temperature an
relative angle between superconducting banksa5p/4. The
current–phase relations arequalitatively different, a fact
which can be used as a test to discriminate experimen
the true model that describes a borocarbide.

Generally speaking, there is a currentj y tangential to the
boundary in addition to the current through the contactj x .3

The case of the contact of twod-wave superconductors ha
been considered in many papers~see Ref. 7 and reference
therein!. Here we consider in more detail the Josephson
fect for the s1g-wave model. In this case the Josephs
current depends weakly on the relative anglea between the
superconductors, while the current along the contact pl
depends strongly ona: j y50 for a50 andp/4 and attains
the maximal value ata5p/8. In Fig. 2 we plot bothj x and
j y for the s1g-wave model of the order parameter for lo
temperature anda5p/8. If g>1, then the tangential com
ponent of the current density in the contact plane rema
much smaller than the transverse component for any va
of the phase differencef and of the relative angle betwee
superconductorsa. At g,1, as is pointed out above, th

FIG. 1. Josephson current density versus phase difference for both
d-wave ands1g-wave models of the order parameter~the solid line corre-
sponds tog51 and the dotted line corresponds tog52). T50.05D0 , a
5p/4. The order parameters for thed-wave ands1g-wave models in mo-
mentum space are shown in the insets.
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spontaneous phase difference and spontaneous interface
rent appear. The effect is the most pronounced atg!1, as is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Thus we have considered a weak link between t
clean, differently oriented borocarbide superconductors.
current-phase relations were compared for thed-wave and
s1g-wave models of the order parameter. The dependen
of the Josephson current on the phase difference are qua
tively different for these models. It is shown that because
the anisotropy of the order parameter there is a current
gential to the boundary for thes1g-wave model, which at-
tains its maximum at a relative angle between supercond
ors equal top/8. This interface current can exist in th
absence of Josephson current at equilibrium ifg,1. The
observation of such spontaneous current can be used as
of whether the order parameter is alternating-sign or not
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FIG. 2. Current-phase relations for two components of the currentj x

~through the contact! and j y ~along the contact! for g51 and g50.1,
T50.05D0 , a5p/8.


